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Subject: Beacon Solar Energy Project
Application for State lncidental Take Permit
Dear Mr. Stein:
The California Department of Fish and Game (Department) has reviewed the
"Application for Incidental Take of Threatened and Endangered Species,' Section 2081
of the California Endangered Species Act, In Accordance with California Code of
Regulation, Tile 14, Division I,Subdivision 3, Chapter 6, Article 1, Section 783.2
(Application) submitted on behalf of Beacon Solar, LLC (Permittee). The Project is
located in the Mojave Desert in eastern Kern County along State Route 14,
approximately 4 miles north of California City. Implementation of the proposed Project
would result in the construction of an estimated 2,012-acre solar plant site and
supporting linear components. The plant site incl'udes a solar array and power block
area where steam turbine generators would be located and on-site support facilities,
including administrative buildings and three evaporation ponds to handle wastewater
from the Project's cooliqg water system. A 17.6 mile long eight-inch natural gas line will
be constructed and will connect to an existing Southern California Gas pipeline in the
California City area via Neuralia Road and California City Boulevard. The transmission
line will connect to the Barren Ridge Substation located southwest of the solar plant site
and across State Route 14. Two options have been proposed for the electric
transmission lines. Option 1would involve constructing a new, approximately 3.5-mile
230-kV transmission line. Option 2 would construct a new, approximately 2.3-mile
230-kV transmission line.
The Application is not sufficiently responsive to some of the required elements of the
lncidental Take Permit application process (Title 14, Section 783.2) and is lacking in
some critical information. The Department, therefore, must deem this application as
incomplete. We offer the following comments.
Sections 783(a)(3) through 783(a)('lO); Throughout the Application, the reader is
referred to other figures, tables, and documents described as Attachments. The
Application should be a standalone document and not cross reference other documents,
figures, or tables. Figures and tables should be located on the pages immediately
following their first citation. Information utilized by other documents should be
incorporated into the Application, and the document cited as a reference.
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783-2(a)(l): This section is complete.

783.2(a)(2): This section is complete.
783.2(a)(3) and 783.2(a)(4): The Project description is not sufficient in detail for us to
make our own calculations of the area that will be disturbed. Cross-sectional and linear
drawings delineating the various Project activities should be provided. The Application
needs to provide a full description of the disturbance caused by staging, storage,
laydown, cut and fill activities, and temporary and permanent access. It should also
include a description of the extent of the disturbance caused by the spoiling of the cut
material.

It is unclear whether the acreage of the different habitat types within the Project
boundary, specifically the proposed Solar Plant Site, has been delineated sufficiently.
The Permittee has calculated the Solar Plant site at 2,012 acres. It appears that the
total acreage for the various habitats mapped within the Solar Plant site is greatecthan
2,012 acres. In order to calculate adequate compensation for Project-related impacts to
State-listed species, the different habitat types within the Project boundary should be
adequately delineated.
Portions of the Project description and location have not been finalized, but are
described as Options 1 and 2. The issuance of an Incidental Take Permit is considered
a discretionary action subject to environmental review under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The Project description is currently insufficient for
the Department, as a Responsible Agency, to base its own Findings and Notice of
Determination under CEQA. The Department recommends that the Permittee submit a
signed Incidental Take Permit Application after the Project description has been
finalized.
783(a)(5) and 783(a)(6): The analysis required in these sections should include all
aspects of Project disturbance resulting in the "take" of covered species. It has come to
the attention of the Department that biological surveys have not been completed and
are still ongoing, in particular botanical surveys of the Project site and transect surveys
along the natural gas pipeline. A lack of survey results means that direct and indirect
impacts potentially resulting in "take" of the covered species (State threatened desert
tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and Mohave ground squirrel (Spermophilus mohavensis))
have not yet been fully analyzed. The analysis of "take" and analysis of impacts portion
of the Application should incorporate the results of all required biological surveys, as
they pertain to these covered species.

